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	Improve your Backbone.js skills with this step-by-step guide to patterns and best practice. It will help you reduce boilerplate in your code and provide plenty of open source plugin solutions to common problems along the way.


	Overview

	
		Offers solutions to common Backbone.js related problems that most developers face
	
		Shows you how to use custom widgets, plugins, and mixins to make your code reusable
	
		Describes patterns and best practices for large scale JavaScript application architecture and unit testing applications with QUnit and SinonJS frameworks



	In Detail


	Backbone.js is a super light framework that allows you to structure your JavaScript codes in anMV* fashion. This framework is an excellent tool when it comes to creating an organized and modular code base for web apps of any size or complexity. Although lightweight, Backbone.js results in lots of boilerplate. Learning the best practices and design patterns will help you avoid these problems and allow you to ensure that the best standards are followed.


	Backbone.js Patterns and Best Practicesis packed with examples that will help you work with Backbone.js components. It also gives solutions to common problems faced by developers. It gives a complete overview of plugin development, large scale application architecture, and unit testing as well.


	Starting with a discussion of why reducing boilerplate in your JavaScript code is essential, Backbone.js Patterns and Best Practices explains how to enforce reusability in your code by creating plugins and mixins. You will learn about patterns and best practices for Backbone views, models, collections, routers, and events.


	You will discover solutions to common problems that developers face through simple examples, and delve into the best open source plugins available to solve these problems when they arise. This book is an excellent collection of design and implementation patterns that will help you structure and develop complex Backbone.js applications easily.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Develop custom plugins and mixins to reduce boilerplate in your code
	
		Learn about Backbone view management with nested views, subviews, layout manager, and Marionette views
	
		Understand template management by storing and pre-compiling templates
	
		Explore model validation with validation plugins and learn model serialization and relational data management with nested models
	
		Work with collections to implement multiple sorting and filtering behavior
	
		Create solid application architecture with AMD and different popular design patterns



	Approach


	This is a step-by-step guide to design patterns, best practices, and solutions to common problems for Backbone.js-based application development.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is for JavaScript developers who work with Backbone.js and want to learn the best design patterns to develop complex web applications. Basic knowledge of Backbone.js and JavaScript is essential.
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Intelligent Databases: Technologies and ApplicationsIGI Global, 2006
Computer-based information technologies have been extensively used to help many organizations, private companies, and academic and education institutions manage their processes and information systems hereby become their nervous center. Information systems are used to manage data. The explosion of massive data sets created by businesses, science...
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FileMaker Pro 11: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2010

	
		This hands-on, friendly guide shows you how to harness FileMaker's power to make your information work for you. With a few mouse clicks, the FileMaker Pro 11 database helps you create and print corporate reports, manage a mailing list, or run your entire business. FileMaker Pro 11: The Missing Manual helps you get started,...
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Parallel and Concurrent Programming in Haskell: Techniques for Multicore and Multithreaded ProgrammingO'Reilly, 2013

	
		If you have a working knowledge of Haskell, this hands-on book shows you how to use the language’s many APIs and frameworks for writing both parallel and concurrent programs. You’ll learn how parallelism exploits multicore processors to speed up computation-heavy programs, and how concurrency enables you to write programs...
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Linux Pocket GuideO'Reilly, 2004

	O'Reilly's Pocket Guides have earned a reputation as inexpensive, comprehensive, and compact guides that have the stuff but not the fluff. Every page of Linux Pocket Guide lives up to this billing. It clearly explains how to get up to speed quickly on day-to-day Linux use. Once you're up and running, Linux Pocket...
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Securing  Intellectual Property: Protecting Trade Secrets and Other Information Assets (Information Security)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2008
Most employeers are astounded at how easily and quickly their proprietary information can get out of their control. In a large number of cases, theft of trade secrets often involves employees leaving a company to start their own business or work for a direct competitor.



Nearly all books that address the topic of trade secrets have...
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CSS Mastery: Advanced Web Standards Solutions, Second EditionFriends of Ed, 2009

	The Internet abounds with information on CSS based design. However it's spread across a large and disparate group of sites and can be very difficult to find. The purpose of this book is to pull all this information together in one place, thus creating a definitive guide to modern CSS based techniques. The book can be read cover to cover,...
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